
Want the smallest “stealth” tech in dashcams? The U4 
features Sony Full high Definition mini cams front and rear 
making for an unobstructed forward view and discreet 
installation.

U4

The U5 is a traditional cylinder style dashcam. Powerful and 
easy to use it features Full High Definition recording on both 
the front and rear. The U5 works through a simple smart-
phone app for feature selection and video backup.

U5

Not “tech savvy”? (you’re not alone!) The U9 is based around 
a familiar easy to use touch screen. This allows for simple 
feature selection and video playback. The U9 also has WiFi 
for smart phone connection as well! 

U9

UVUE
YOUR SILENT WITNESS

Car accidents, road rage and driver impatience 
are a common occurrence on the roads today 
making it harder to stay safe!

A UVUE Dash Cam provides a safety net to 
help prove your innocence in the event of an 
accident STOPPING the ‘He said, she said’ 
predicament dead in its tracks.  

No you didn’t pull out in front of someone….they made an illegal move!

DON’T RISK IT, PROTECT YOURSELF TODAY!

Compact and packed with all the latest tech in dash-cams, UVUE cameras offer a 
level of performance, clarity and support that cheap cameras simply cannot match.

UVUE DASH CAM RANGE

WE ALL DESERVE THIS PROTECTION!



WIFI APP

ENHANCED LOW LIGHT 
PERFORMANCE

PARKING MODE

FRONT AND REAR PROTECTION

LOW BATTERY PROTECTION

GPS

G-SENSOR

LOOP RECORDING

VOICE RECORD

HIGH TEMP PROTECTION

NO LITHIUM

Enhanced low light performance   Low light cameras for enhanced night performance

All UVUE dashcams feature an easy to use smart phone app. WiFi allows you to change settings 
and copy videos to your smart phone

UVUE dashcams can record for short periods whilst vehicle is parked and ignition is off, 
like at the supermarket!

Front and rear protection All UVUE dashcams feature wide angle front and rear cameras 
to capture more

Low Battery Protection In “Parking Mode” Low Battery Protection safely puts the 
camera to sleep long before the vehicles battery is flat

GPS  allows vehicle speed and location logging with Google maps

(Gravity Sensor) Impact sensor to safely lock files in a collision

Loop Recording Seamless loop recording constantly replaces old video with new

Turns the camera off before over heating can occur

Sound recording can be turned off and on 

Lithium batteries found in cheap cameras are unstable in hot environments, we don’t use them!

FEATURES           BENEFITS

U4
FRONT: 125°  

 REAR: 148°

FRONT: 145°  

REAR: 148°

FRONT: 145°  

 REAR: 122°

FRONT: 2 MP  

 REAR: 2 MP

FRONT: 2 MP 

REAR: 2 MP

FRONT: 2 MP

 REAR: 1.5 MP

64 GB
SUPPORTS BETWEEN 16-256 GB

32 GB
SUPPORTS BETWEEN 16-256 GB

32 GB
SUPPORTS BETWEEN 16-256 GB

U5

U9

MODEL CAMERA ANGLE MEGAPIXELS SD CARD CAPACITY

UVUE DASH CAMS


